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West Thurrock, Essex – 13 September 2016 – The Jump Giants (http://www.jumpgiants.com) indoor

trampoline park that bounced into Essex last Summer has proven so successful, that it has added a 22,000

sq. ft. extension to the site – making it the largest in the South-East of England at 50,000 sq. ft.



The West Thurrock fun and sports destination already featured the world’s first eight-lane trampoline

entry Foam Zone with two launch pads, Dodgeball courts, basketball hoops as well as angled,

inter-connected trampolines that literally enable you to bounce off the walls. The extended site now also

includes: 



•	SlamBall - the world’s first indoor court is a mind-blowing hybrid of basketball and gymnastics

played on a unique court which combines both shock absorbent and propellant surfaces that launch athletes

up to 20 feet above the court.

•	Battle Beams - pugil sticks at the ready so that jumpers can take on their friends in a precarious

duel. A gladiator-style game of enjoyable yet competitive combat, the first person to knock the other off

the beam wins. 

•	A Ninja Court of obstacles - as seen on some popular TV programmes that features Parkour steps,

cannon ball swings, floating doors, spider walls and much more.

•	A Half Pipe that jumpers can use to develop their tumbling and flipping. Skaters, surfers, skiers and

snowboarders can use the trampolines to hone their skills before they hit the real thing.



Julian Henton, co-owner at Jump Giants explains, “We are delighted with the success in West Thurrock

and that so many thousands of people of all ages have jumped with us over the last year. We want to

reward our customers by constantly innovating and expanding.”



Henton’s business partner, Mark Gardner adds, “Having the biggest indoor trampoline park

(http://www.jumpgiants.com) in the South-East, really puts both Jump Giants and West Thurrock on the map.

We have a really strong brand in the market and plan to build on that with new sites opening across the

UK later this year and into 2017.”



Open to the general public from 1st October, jump fans can book their session in the extended West

Thurrock site at www.jumpgiants.com and follow Jump Giants on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.



Note to editors

Imagery available.



About Jump Giants

Jump Giants is the UK’s biggest brand of indoor trampoline parks. Its West Thurrock site is the largest

in the South-East at 50,000 sq. ft. The parks feature wall-to-wall trampoline courts, foam pits, Battle

Beams, Ninja Courts, Half Pipes, SlamBall and angled trampolines around the walls. Marketed to the youth

sports sector, the parks were founded and are owned by entrepreneurs Mark Gardner and Julian Henton whom

already run the F1K indoor karting business. As well as birthday packages and teen parties, Jump Giants
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will offer fitness classes, sessions for pre-school children, family days, team building and corporate

events as well as Dodgeball leagues.



Jump Giants sites can be found in West Thurrock, Essex and in West London. See www.jumpgiants.com, call

08444 141 141 or visit Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.



Press contact:

jess@jumpgiants.com

01276 408 647

Jessica Dellar-Gardiner

Social Media & Events Executive
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